Digital Humanities Showcase

Opening remarks:
KEVIN BELFIELD  Dean, CSLA

Presenters:
ELIZABETH PETRICK & ALISON LEFKOVITZ
Annotated Patent History Digital Archive
History | CSLA

MAYA GERVITS & DANIELLE REAY
Digital Archive of Newark Architecture
Littman Library

DANIELLE REAY
Image matching (Bookplates)
Drew University

ROSANNA DENT
Indigenous Afterlives of Scientific Archives
History | CSLA

AMY HOOVER
Sound Generation
Informatics | YWCC

DAVID ROTHENBERG
Big Data and the Analysis of Natural Sounds and Soundscapes
Humanities | CSLA

GABRIELLE ESPERDY
An Urban Grammar for Ed Ruscha Streets of Los Angeles
Architecture | CoAD

XINYUE YE
Spatial and Network Study of Genocide
Informatics | YWCC

LOUIS HAMILTON, ROME RESEARCH GROUP
Spatial Analyses of Street Devotion in Rome
ADHC / History

AUGUSTUS WENDELL & MAYA GERVITS
Using VR to recreate a lost monument
CoAD & Littman Library

BURÇAK ÖZLÜDİL & AUGUSTUS WENDELL
Temporospatial Analysis of Insane Asylums & Agent-Based Modeling in Historical Research
ADHC / CoAD

LEAH GREIS
Gamification in the Museum Sector: Masonic Mission!
Littman Library

ANDREW KLOBUCAR
The Workbench: A Collaborative, Digital Writing Tool
Humanities | CSLA

Wednesday, March 6, 2019 2:30-4:30PM
Location: Ballroom A (NJIT Campus Center 2nd fl)
Albert Dorman Honors College Colloquium